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1. INTRODUCTION
Let O be a complete discrete valuation ring and assume that the residue
Ž .field k s OrJ O is algebraically closed of characteristic p ) 0, and the
quotient field K has characteristic 0 and is also a splitting field for all the
K-algebras considered below. Let further K be a normal subgroup of a
finite group H, and let G s HrK.
Consider a block b of OK with defect group P F K and let c be the
Ž . w xblock of ON P corresponding to b. Dade stated in D3 several forms ofK
a conjecture and one of them, the invariant conjecture, involves the
number of irreducible K-characters belonging to b and having a given
defect and a given stabilizer in HrK.
The aim of this paper is to provide a structural look to this conjecture,
i.e., to find equivalences of categories preserving these invariants.
Assume for the moment that b is G-invariant, and let OHb and
Ž .S s ON P c. It follows that R and S are strongly G-graded O-algebrasH
Ž .with R s OKb and S s ON P c. Then the group G acts on the1 1 K
Ž . Ž .category of R , S -bimodules. If C is a tilting complex of R , S -bimod-1 1 1 1
ules, then this equivalence is called G-equivariant if
R m C m S y1 , Cg R S g1 1
in the bounded derived category of R m Sop-mod. We investigate equiv-1 O 1
ariant derived equivalences in Section 2 in a slightly more general setting,
* This work was partly carried out while the author was visiting the Isaac Newton Institute
for Mathematical Sciences, Cambridge. The author thanks the Institute for its hospitality and
also the referee for his observations.
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and we show that they preserve stabilizers of simple KR . It is well-known1
that derived equivalences also preserve defects of simple modules.
In Section 3 we restrict ourselves to the case of group algebras and we
show that an equivariant splendid derived equivalence between the blocks
b and c of two groups K and K 9 having the same Brauer category induces,
by applying the Brauer functor to the tilting complex, another equivariant
Ž . Ž .derived equivalence between suitable blocks kC Q and kC Q , for anyK K 9
subgroup Q of P.
As a consequence of this discussion, we conclude in Section 4 that an
``invariant'' form of Broue's conjecture implies Dade's invariant conjectureÂ
in the case of blocks with abelian cyclic defect groups. The invariant
conjecture was checked in many cases, one of them being that of blocks
w xwith cyclic defect groups in D4 . We shall verify that Rouquier's construc-
Ž .tion of a splendid derived equivalence between OKb and ON P c actu-K
ally yields an equivariant derived equivalence.
Note that the ``equivariance'' of a derived equivalence is a weaker
w x w xcondition than the ``gradedness'' considered in M1 and M2 , and we
expect that graded derived equivalences preserve the invariants involved in
the stronger forms of Dade's conjecture.
Concerning the terminology, rings will always be associative with unit
element, and modules are unitary, finitely generated, and left, unless
otherwise specified. The main reference for modular representation theory
w x w x w x w xis T . We also refer to Br , L1 , and L2 for general facts on various
w x w xtypes of equivalences between blocks, and to D1 and D2 for Clifford
theory and representations of strongly graded algebras.
2. EQUIVARIANT DERIVED EQUIVALENCES
2.1. We fix a complete discrete valuation ring O with algebraically
Ž .closed residue field k s OrJ O and quotient field of characteristic 0. We
shall assume that all O-modules are free of finite rank.
Fix also a finite group G and let R s [ R and S s [ S beg g G g g g G g
two strongly G-graded O-algebras. We assume that R and S are symmet-
ric O-algebras, such that the symmetrizing forms of R and S are G-in-
variant symmetrizing forms for R and S , respectively.1 1
We denote KR s K m R, kR s k m R, and we assume that KR andO O
Ž .KS or equivalently KR and KS are semisimple K-algebras, and that K1 1
is a splitting field for all the K-subalgebras of KR and KS.
Ž . opBy an R, S -bimodule we mean a module over R m S . Observe thatO
R m Sop is a strongly G = G-graded O-algebra and it has a stronglyO
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G-graded subalgebra
D s D R , S s R m Sop ,Ž . [ g O g
ggG
op Ž .y1where S s S . Note that an R , S -bimodule is the same as a D -g g 1 1 1
module. Similarly, the enveloping algebras Ren s R m Rop and Sen s SO
m Sop are G = G-graded O-algebras.O
bŽ .2.2. Let D KR be the bounded derived category of the category1
KR -mod. Since for any g g G, the functor1
KR m y : KR -mod “ KR -modg KR 1 11
is an equivalence with inverse KR y1 m y , we have that G acts ong KR1bŽ .R -mod, on D KR , and also on the corresponding Grothendieck groups1 1
Ž . Ž bŽ .. w xR KR and R D KR . By H, III, Lemma 1.2 , the canonical embed-1 1
bŽ .ding of KR -mod into D KR induces an isomorphism1 1
R KR , R D b KR ,Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1
which is clearly a G-isomorphism. We identify these two groups and we
w x Ž . bŽ .denote by X g R KR the class of an object X g D KR . By defini-1 1
tion, the stabilizer of X is the subgroup
G s g g G N KR m X , X in D b KRŽ . 4X g KR 11
Ž .of G. The group R KR is endowed with a scalar product defined by1
i² :w x w x w xbX , X 9 s y1 dim Hom X i , X 9 .Ž . Ž .Ý K D Ž KR .1
i
Ž .This scalar product is clearly G-invariant, and the G-set Irr KR of1
isomorphism classes of simple KR -modules is an orthonormal Z-basis of1
Ž .R KR .1
bŽ .2.3. Let further D kR be the bounded derived category of kR -mod1 1
b Ž . bŽ .and let D kR be the full subcategory of D kR consisting of perfectperf 1 1
Žcomplexes that is, complexes isomorphic to complexes of projective kR -1
.modules , and denote by kR -proj the subcategory of finitely generated1
projective kR -modules.1
Again, G acts on these categories, since for any g g G the functor
kR m y : kR -mod “ kR -modg k R 1 11
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is an autoequivalence. Consequently, the canonical embedding induces a
G-isomorphism between the Grothendieck groups
R kR , R D b kRŽ . Ž .Ž .1 1
and
R pr kR , R D b kR .Ž . Ž .Ž .1 perf 1
Ž .The G-set Irr kR of isomorphism classes of simple kR -modules is a1 1
Ž . Ž .Z-basis of R kR , while the G-set Pim kR of isomorphism classes of1 1
pr Ž .projective indecomposable kR -modules is a Z-basis of R kR .1 1
Ž . pr Ž .There is a G-invariant duality between R kR and R kR defined1 1
by
i² :w x w x w xbP , X s y1 dim Hom P i , X ,Ž . Ž .Ý k D Žk R .1
i
b Ž . bŽ .where P g D kR and X g D kR .perf 1 1
Ž .2.4. The Cartan]decomposition triangle T R of R is the commuta-1 1
tive diagram
dec 6
R KR R kRŽ . Ž .1 16
t Car
6
dec
prR kRŽ .1
where the maps are defined as follows.
If P is a perfect complex of kR -modules, then the Cartan matrix Car:1
pr Ž . Ž . w x Ž .R kR “ R kR sends the class P of P to its class in R kR .1 1 1
Ž . Ž . w xThe decomposition map dec: R KR “ R kR sends the class X of1 1
a KR -module X to the class of k m X g kR -mod, where X is an1 O 0 1 0
R -lattice such that X , K m X .1 O 0
Ž . pr Ž .Reduction modulo J O is an isomorphism between R R and1
pr Ž .R kR . Using this, the adjoint1
tdec: R pr R “ R KRŽ . Ž .1 1
w x w xsends P to K m P .O
Ž .These maps are clearly compatible with the metric structure of T R ,1
and since kR m y , R m y , and KR m y are autoequivalencesg k R g R g KR1 1 1
of kR -mod, R -mod, and KR -mod, respectively, we have that Car, dec,1 1 1
t gw x g w x Žgw x. t gw xand dec are G-maps, that is, Car P s Car P , dec X , and dec X
gŽt w x.s dec X for any g g G.
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Ž .We shall always consider T R endowed with the metric structure and1
the G-structure.
2.5. Definition. A derived equivalence induced by the complex C of
Ž .R , S -bimodules is called G-equivariant if C is G-invariant; that is,1 1
R m C m S y1 , C in D b D .Ž .g R R g 11 1
Ž .2.6. THEOREM. Assume that the complex C of R , S -bimodules in-1 1
duces an equi¤ariant deri¤ed equi¤alence between R and S . Then there is a1 1
Ž . Ž .G-isomorphism between the Cartan]decomposition triangles T R and T S .1 1
6
R KS R kSŽ . Ž .1 16 6 6
prR kSŽ .1
6
6
R KR R kRŽ . Ž .1 16 6
6
prR kRŽ .1
Ž .Proof. The inverse equivalence is induced by the complex Hom C, RR 11
Ž .of S , R -bimodules, which is naturally isomorphic to the O-dual C* of1 1
C. We first show that C* is G-invariant too.
Ž . Ž .We have that Hom R m C, R is a complex of G-graded S , R -R R 11
bimodules with
Hom R m C , R , Hom R m C , RŽ . Ž .R R R h R h gg1 1 1
Ž .as complexes of S , R -bimodules of any g, h g G. Since R is strongly1 1
graded, it follows that
Hom R m C , R , Hom C , R m RŽ .Ž .R R R 1 R1 1 1
Ž .as complexes of G-graded S , R -bimodules, and consequently,1
Hom R m C , R , Hom C , R m R y1Ž .Ž .R g R 1 R 1 R g1 1 1 1
Ž .as complexes of S , R -bimodules.1 1
Ž .On the other hand, Hom C m S, R is a complex of G-gradedR S 11 1
Ž .S, R -bimodules with1
< y1Hom C m S, R s f f C m S s 0 for h / gŽ . Ž . 4R S 1 S hg1 1 1
, Hom C m S y1 , R .Ž .R S g 11 1
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Since S is strongly graded, we have that
Hom C m S, R , S m Hom C , RŽ .Ž .R S 1 S R 11 1 1 1
Ž .as complexes of G-graded S, R -bimodules, and for any g g G,1
Hom C m S y1 , R , S m Hom C , RŽ .Ž .R S g 1 g S R 11 1 1 1
Ž .as S , R -bimodules. Finally, we obtain that for any g g G,1 1
Hom R m C m S y1 , R , S m Hom C , R m R y1 ,Ž .Ž .R g R S g 1 g S R 1 R g1 1 1 1 1 1
which proves the claim.
bŽ .If X g D R , then for any g g G,1
L L
y1C* R m X , S m C* m R R m XŽ . Ž . Ž .m mR Rg R g S R g g R1 11 1 1 1
L
, S m C* X .mRg S 1ž /1
w xBy Br, Proposition 4.2 , we have that K m C and K m C* induce aO O
derived equivalence between KR and KS , while k m C and k m C*1 1 O O
induces a derived equivalence between kR and kS , and these equiva-1 1
Ž . Ž .lences induce an isomorphism between the triangles T R and T S .1 1
Since K m C and k m C are G-invariant complexes, we see that theO O
Ž . Ž .above isomorphism between T R and T S is a G-isomorphism, and1 1
since KR and KS are semisimple, we have a G-isomorphism ``with signs''1 1
Ž . Ž .between Irr KR and Irr KS .1 1
Ž .2.7. The group G = G acts on the category of R , R -bimodules by1 1
X ‹g X s R m X m R y1 ,g R R h1 1
and G acts on the set of ideals of R by1
I ‹gI s R IR y1 .g g
 < 4y1If B is a block of R and G s g g G R BR s B is the stabilizer of1 B g g
B, then
TrG B s gBŽ . ÝGB
w xgg GrGB
is a G-invariant bimodule summand of R .1
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w xUsing Br, Proposition 4.3 and the theorem above we obtain
2.8. PROPOSITION. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.6, we ha¤e
Ž .a C m C* induces a G = G-equi¤ariant deri¤ed equi¤alence betweenO
Ren and Sen.1 1
Ž .b If B is a block of R , then B9 s C* m B m C is a block of S ,1 R R 11 1
G s G , and BCB9 induces a G -equi¤ariant deri¤ed equi¤alence betweenB B 9 B
B and B9, while C induces a G-equi¤ariant deri¤ed equi¤alence between
G Ž . G Ž .Tr B and Tr B9 .G GB B
2.9. Remark. As in Definition 2.5, one can say that, by definition, the
bimodule M induces an equivariant stable Morita equivalence betweenR S1 1
R and S if for any g g G,1 1
D m M , Mg D1
Žin the stable category D - mod of D -mod. Recall that our assumptions1 1
.force the inverse equivalence to be induced by the O-dual M* of M.
w xBy adapting the proof of Ri1, Corollary 5.5 , one can easily see that if C
induces an equivariant derived equivalence between R and C , then there1 1
is a bimodule M, projective as a left R -module and as a right S -module,1 1
inducing an equivariant stable Morita equivalence between R and S .1 1
Ž .Indeed, truncating a projective resolution over D of C, we obtain for1
some degree n a bounded complex
C9 s ??? “ 0 “ Qyn “ Pynq1 “ Pynq2 “ ???Ž .
bŽ . iisomorphic to C in D D with P projective for i ) yn, such that1
ynŽ yn .M s V Q induces a stable Morita equivalence between R and S .1 1
This construction is functorial, and applied to D m C, we obtain theg D1
D -module D m M.1 g D1
The following observation will be needed in Section 4.
2.10. LEMMA. Let H be a normal p9-subgroup of G and C a complex of
Ž .R , S -bimodules inducing a G-equi¤ariant deri¤ed equi¤alence between R1 1 1
and S . Assume also that C extends to D s [ D , and that the1 H hg H h
bŽ .isomorphism between D m C and C holds in D D .g D H1
Ž op.If D s R m S m C, then D induces a GrH-equi¤ariant deri¤edH O H D H
equi¤alence between R and S .H H
wProof. Since H is a normal subgroup of G M2, Lemma 2.9 and
.xRemark 2.10 c implies that D m C is naturally a D -module. It followsg D H1w xby M2, Theorem 4.8 that D induces a derived equivalence between RH
and S .H
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For g g G, we denote gD s R H m D m S y1 , and we have to showg R S H gH H
that
gD , D in D b R mod S .Ž .H H
g Ž .y1Observe first that D , R m D m S is an H-graded R , S -bi-g R S g H H1 1
module, where for x g H,
gD s R m D y1 m S y1 .Ž . x g R g x g S g1 1
bŽ .By assumption, there is an isomorphism in D D between D s C and1 1
Žg . w xy1D , R m C m S , and using M2, Lemma 2.6 we conclude that1 g R S g1 1gD , D.
3. LOCAL STRUCTURE
w x w xWe recall from L1 and L2 the definition of a splendid equivalence,
and we shall adapt it to our situation.
3.1. Let K be a normal subgroup of a finite group H and K 9 a normal
subgroup of H9 such that G s HrK , H9rK 9, and let a : HrK “ H9rK 9
be an isomorphism. It follows that OH and OH9 are strongly G-graded
O-algebras. Let also b be a block idempotent of OK and c a block
idempotent of OK 9.
Let H and H X be the stabilizers of b and c, respectively. If G s H rKb c b b
and G s H XrK 9, then R [ b OHb s OH b is a strongly G -graded alge-c c b b
bra, and S [ cOH X s OH X c is a strongly G -graded algebra.c c c
We assume that b and c have a common defect group P F K, and that
for each subgroup Q of P, a induces an isomorphism
a Q : C Q rC Q “ C Q rC Q .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H K H 9 K 9
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Denoting G s C Q rC Q , we have that kC Q and kC Q areQ H K H H 9
strongly G -graded k-algebras.Q
Ž .P Ž .P3.2. Let i g OKb and j g OK 9c be primitive idempotents such
K Ž . K 9Ž .that Br i / 0 and Br j / 0, where Br is the Brauer map. For everyP P P
Ž .subgroup Q of P there are unique block idempotents e g kC Q andQ K
Ž . K Ž . K 9Ž .f g kC Q such that Br i e / 0 and Br j f / 0.Q K 9 P Q P Q
Define as above the stabilizer
G s hC Q ‹ h g C Q , he s e ,Ž . Ž .½ 5ŽQ , e . K H Q QQ
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Ž . Ž .so e kC Q e s e kC Q is a strongly G -graded k-algebra.Q H Q Q H G ŽQ, e .ŽQ, e . QQŽ . Ž .Similarly, f kC Q f s f kC Q is a strongly G -graded k-Q H 9 Q Q H 9 G ŽQ, f .ŽQ, f . QQ
algebra.
ŽŽ . Ž ..By definition, for two subgroups Q and R of P, let E Q, e , R, eH , G Q R
be the set of equivalence classes modulo inner automorphisms of R of
group homomorphisms Q “ R of the form u ‹xu s xuxy1 for some
y1 y1 w xy1x g H, satisfying xQx : R and xe x s e . As in KP, 2.8 , theseQ xQ x
maps are considered together with the action of H on G by left transla-
tion; it follows that homomorphisms induced by x, y g H such that xK /
yK are different.
We assume further that OKb and OK 9c have G-equi¤alent Brauer
categories. We understand by this that for any subgroups Q and R of P,
there is an equality
E Q, e , R , e s E Q, f , R , fŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H , G Q R H 9 , G Q R
which is compatible with the isomorphism a : HrK “ H9rK 9. Compatibil-
ity with a means that whenever x g H induces by conjugation a homo-
morphism Q “ R such that xe s e , there is x9 g H9 inducing the sameQ xQ
Ž .homomorphism, such that a xK s x9K 9.
Ž .3.3. The indecomposable R , S -bimodule M is called splendid if it is1 1
a direct summand of the bimodule OKi m jOK 9.O P
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..Let M Q be the kC Q , kC Q -bimoduleK K 9
M Q s M Qr J O M Q q Tr Q M R ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Rž /
R-Q
Ž Ž . Ž . . Ž .and we shall consider the kC Q e , kC Q f -bimodule e M Q f .K Q K 9 Q Q Q
Ž .By definition, a tilting complex of R , S -bimodules is splendid if the1 1
indecomposable summands of its components X i are splendid.
3.4. PROPOSITION. With the abo¤e notations, assume that the Brauer
categories of b and c are G-equi¤alent. Then
Ž .a G s G and G s G for any subgroup Q of P.b c ŽQ, e . ŽQ, f .Q Q
Ž . Ž .b If X is a splendid complex of R , S -bimodules inducing a G -1 1 b
equi¤ariant deri¤ed equi¤alence between R and S , then the complex1 1
Ž .e X Q f induces a G -equi¤ariant deri¤ed equi¤alence betweenQ Q ŽQ, e .Q
Ž . Ž .kC Q e and kC Q f .K Q K 9 Q
Ž . Ž w Ž .xProof. a By the Frattini argument see also D1, 0.3a , we have that
G s N P , e KrKŽ .b H P
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and
G s N P , f K 9rK 9.Ž .c H 9 P
Ž .For any Q F P we have, by 3.2 , that
N Q, e rQC Q , E Q, e s E Q, fŽ .Ž . Ž . Ž .H Q K H , G Q H 9 , G Q
, N Q, f rQC Q .Ž .Ž .H 9 Q K 9
Taking Q s P we obtain that G s G .b c
Ž .Since a : HrK “ H9rK 9 restricts to the isomorphism a Q , we deduce
that G s G for any Q.ŽQ, e . ŽQ, f .Q Q
Ž . Ž .b The fact that the complex e X Q f induces a derived equiva-Q Q
Ž . Ž . w xlence between kC Q e and kC Q f follows from L1, Theorem 1.1 .K Q K 9 Q
Ž .We have to show that e X Q f is G -invariant.Q Q ŽQ, e .Q
Ž . Ž . h h9Indeed, let h g C Q and h9 g C Q such that e s e , f s f ,H H 9 Q Q Q Q
Ž .and a hK s h9K 9. Then we have
hC Q e m e X Q f m kC Q f h9y1Ž . Ž . Ž .K Q kC ŽQ.e Q Q kC ŽQ. f K 9 QK Q K 9 Q
, e h m X Q m h9y1 fŽ .Ž .Q k k Q
, e h m X m h9y1 Q fŽ .Ž .Q k k Q
, e X Q f .Ž .Q Q
w x3.5. Rickard gave in Ri2 a different definition of a splendid tilting
w xcomplex, and his approach was refined by Harris Ha . We recall the main
w xresult of Ha , since it will be needed in the example of the next section.
Ž .Let H, K, and G be as in 3.1 , and let H9 be a subgroup of H,
Ž .K 9 s H9 l K, and G9 s H9rK 9. Let further b and c be as in 3.1 , and let
P be a common defect group of b and c. A tilting complex X of
Ž .OKb, OK 9c -bimodules is called splendid, if the terms of X are relatively
Ž . Ž .d P -projective p-permutation O K = K 9 -modules.
Ž . w xLet Q F P and fix a c-subpair Q, f of K 9. Then by Ha, Theorem 4Q
Ž . Ž .there is a unique b-subpair Q, e of K such that e X Q f is a tiltingQ Q Q
Ž Ž . Ž . .complex of kC Q e , kC Q f -bimodules whose terms are p-permu-K Q K 9 Q
Ž Ž . Ž .. X Ž .tation k C Q = C Q -modules; moreover e X Q f , 0 inK K 9 Q Q
bŽ Ž Ž . Ž ... Ž X . Ž .D k C Q = C Q for any b-subpair Q, e / Q, e .K K 9 Q Q
Ž . Ž . Ž .Let h g C Q . It follows by the uniqueness of Q, e that if hC QH 9 Q K 9
Ž . Ž .fixes f , then hC Q also fixes Q, e . Moreover, as in PropositionQ K Q
Ž . Ž . X3.4 b , we have that the equivalence induced by e X Q f is G -Q Q ŽQ, f .Q
equivariant.
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4. CONJECTURES FOR ABELIAN AND
CYCLIC DEFECT GROUPS
4.1. Let H, K, G, b, and P be as in the preceding section and let
Ž . Ž .H9 s N P , K 9 s N P , G9 s H9rK 9, and c be the Brauer correspon-H K
dent of b. Let also a : G9 “ G be the map induced by the inclusion of H9
in H.
As we already have seen, we have
G s N P , e KrK , N P , e K 9rK 9 s G .Ž . Ž .b H P H 9 P c
wMoreover, if P is abelian, then by slightly adapting the proof of T,
xProposition 4.9.6 , one obtains that the Brauer categories of OKb and
OKb9 are G -equivalent.b
Therefore, it makes sense to formulate the following equivariant version
of Broue's conjecture.Â
4.1.1. If b is a block of OK with abelian defect group P, then there is
Ž .a G -equivariant splendid derived equivalence between OKb and ON P c,b K
where c is the Brauer correspondent of b.
4.2. Denote by
C : P - P - ??? - PŽ .0 1 n
< <a p-chain of K and by C s n the length of C. The groups K and H act
Ž . Ž .on the set of p-chains of K, and let N C and N C be the normalizersK H
Ž . Ž . Ž .of C in K and H, respectively. Denote also N C s N C rN C . WeG H K
have that
C P F N C F N P ,Ž . Ž . Ž .K n K K n
Ž . w xand if b is a block of ON C , then by KR, Lemma 3.2 , the inducedK
block b K of OK is defined.
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .The group N C acts on the set Irr KN C of simple KN C -mod-G K K
Ž Ž .. Ž .ules, so if x g Irr KN C , then the stabilizer N C, x is defined.K G
Ž . Ž .Denote further by def x the defect of x and by b x the block of
Ž .ON C to which x belongs.K
Ž .If d F 0 is an integer and F is a subgroup of N C , then denote byG
Ž . Ž Ž ..k C, b, d, F the number of characters x g Irr KN C satisfyingK
Kdef x s d, b x s b , and N C , x s F ,Ž . Ž . Ž .G
Ž . Ž .and by k b , d, F the number of characters x g Irr Kb satisfying
def x s d and N b , x s F .Ž . Ž .G
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Ž .We have that k C, b, d, F depends only on the K-conjugacy class of C,
w xand Dade's invariant conjecture D3, 2.5 states that
Ž . Ž .4.2.1. If O K s 1 and def b ) 0 thenp
< <Gy1 k C , b , d , F s 0,Ž . Ž .Ý
CgFrK
where F is one of the families P, U, N, or E of p-chains of K introduced
w xin KR .
w xThe argument of KR, Proposition 5.5 now gives
Ž . Ž .4.3. PROPOSITION. Conjecture 4.1.1 implies Conjecture 4.2.1 .
Proof. Let b be a block of OK with abelian defect group P ) 1, let
Ž . Ž .s P - ??? - P be an element of N, and let b be a block of ON C0 n G
inducing b.
Ž .If P is a defect group of b , then, denoting C9 s P - ??? - P , wen 0 ny1
NK ŽC 9. Ž NK ŽC 9..Khave that b is defined, it has defect group P , and b s b.n
Ž .Then by hypothesis, there is an N C -equivariant derived equivalenceG b
NK ŽC 9. w xbetween b and b . By Br, Proposition 4.5 , defects of irreducible
characters are preserved. It follows that
k b , d, F s k b NK ŽC 9. , d , F .Ž . Ž .
If P is not a defect group of b , then the defect group P of bn nq1
Ž .satisfies P - P , and let C9 s 1 - P - ??? - P - P g N. Thenn nq1 1 n nq1
Ž . Ž . Ž .N C9 s N P and there is a unique block b9 of N C9 inducingK N ŽC . nq1 KK
b. Again we have that
k b9, d , F s k b , d , F .Ž . Ž .
Ž .Consequently, 4.2.1 holds.
4.4. Assume from now on that P is cyclic and b is G-invariant.
w x ŽRouquier proved in Rou that there is a splendid derived equivalence in
Ž ..the sense of Rickard and Harris; see 3.5 between OKb and OK 9c. This
result was a consequence of a series of derived equivalences, and in the
remaining part of this paper we show that all those equivalences are
equivariant. This verification, together with the fact that the composition
of equivariant derived equivalences is equivariant too, will imply that
Ž .Rouquier's inductive proof can be used to conclude that 4.1.1 holds for
blocks with cyclic defect groups.
Ž . ŽWe denote R s O K , and under the hypothesis that P is non-nor-p
. w xmal let Q be the subgroup of P such that Q : R s p. Let also I s
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .N P, e rC P , L s N Q , I s N P, e rC P , L s N Q , andH P K H 1 K P K 1 K
let c be the block of OL corresponding to b.1 1
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We have that Q is a weakly closed subgroup of K with respect to H,
w xand by the results of D4, Sect. 3 we have that c is L-invariant, hence1
OLc is a strongly G-graded algebra. Recall also that IrI , G.1 1
4.5. Consider the block algebra OK 9c. Then we are in the situation of
w x Ž .Rou, Proposition 2.15 : c is a block of C P and it has a unique simpleK
Ž Ž . .module V. Starting with V, one constructs an OC P c, OP -bimoduleK
Ž .M inducing a Morita equivalence between OC P c and OP. Further,1 K
the I-graded OH9c-module OH9c m M induces a graded MoritaO C ŽP .c 1K
equivalence between OH9c and an I-graded crossed product of OP and I.
w x XBy the proof of the same Rou, Proposition 2.15 , OK c m MO C ŽP .c 1K
Žinduces an I -graded Morita equivalence between OK 9c and OP i I this1 1
.amounts to the extendability of M to a certain ``diagonal'' subalgebra ,1
Ž .which is then G-invariant since G , IrI .1
w x Ž .4.6. By Rou, Lemma 4.2 , if R s O K s 1, then the bimodulep
b OKc induces a Morita stable equivalence between OKb and OL c .1 1 1
Since K e H and b, c are G-invariant, we have that b OKc is a G-in-1 1
variant bimodule. Moreover, its unique nonprojective bimodule summand
M is G-invariant too.1
Ž Ž .4.7. We show that if M is a G-invariant OKb, O P i I -bimodule1
Ž .inducing a stable Morita equivalence between OKb and O P i I , then1
w xthe construction of Rou, Sect. 3 provides an equivariant derived equiva-
Ž .lence between OKb and O P i I .1
< <Indeed, let e s I be the inertial index of b, S s M m O, and1 O ŽP i I .1
denote by V the Heller operator. Let ¤ be the vertex of the Brauer treei
corresponding to the character of V iS and let l be the edge connecting ¤1 i
and ¤ . Theniq1
P 2 i m PU2 iŽ .[ V S O V O
0FiFey1
Ž . 2 iis a projective cover of M as a bimodule . We have that S, V S, and
P 2 i are G-invariant OKb-modules. One can easily see that P 2 i m PU2 iV S V S V O
is a G-invariant bimodule, and it follows that the tilting complex C defined
w xin Rou, 3.4 is G-invariant.4.8. It remains to examine the case when
Ž .R s O K is not trivial.P
Ž .Assume first that 1 / R F Z K , and denote by `` '' the canonical
projection from K to K s KrR and from L to L s L rR.1 1 1
By the inductive assumption, there is an equivariant derived equivalence
Ž .between OKb and OL c . Then the tilting complex of OKb, OL c -bi-1 1 1 1
w xmodules constructed in Rou, 4.2.1 is clearly G-invariant.
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Ž .Assume finally that 1 / R g Z K , and we again show that the con-
w xstruction of Rou, 4.2.2 gives a G-invariant tilting complex of
Ž .OKb, OL c -bimodules.1 1
We have that OKb and OL c are I -graded algebras with 1-compo-1 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .nents OC R b and OC R c , respectively, where OC R c is theK L 1 L 11 1
Ž .Brauer correspondent of the block OC R b.K
Ž Ž ..Since b and c are G-invariant, we have that N d R acts by1 H=L
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . 4conjugation on b OC R c where d R s u, ¤ ‹ u g R . Regarded asK 1
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž .an O C R = C R rd R -module, b OC R c has an indecompos-K L K 11
Ž .able direct summand M with vertex d PrR , which extends to an
Ž . Ž . K=L1 rd ŽR .ON R rd R -module. Then Ind M is an I -gradedK=L N ŽR .rd ŽR . 11 K=L1
Ž .OKb, OL c -bimodule. Inspecting further Rouquier's arguments and1 1
using Lemma 2.10, we see that it is enough to show that the
Ž . Ž .ON R rd R -module M is I-invariant.K=L1
Ž . Ž .This holds, since I is a p9-group, so M is an ON R rd R -sum-1 K=L1
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .mand of b OC R c and it still has vertex d PrR , while the O C R =K 1 K
Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž . .C R rd R -summands of b OC R c rM have smaller vertices.L K 11
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